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Electron and ion heating characteristics during merging reconnection startup on the MAST spher-
ical tokamak have been revealed in detail using 130 channel YAG- and 300 channel Ruby-Thomson
scattering system and a new 32 chord ion Doppler tomography diagnostic. Detailed 2D profile mea-
surements of electron and ion temperature together with electron density have been achieved for
the first time and it is found that electron temperature forms a highly localized hot spot at the X
point and ion temperature globally increases downstream. For the push merging experiment when
the guide field is more than three times the reconnecting field, a thick layer of closed flux surface
formed by reconnected field sustains the temperature profile for longer than electron and ion energy
relaxation time ∼ 4−10ms, both characteristic profiles finally forming a triple peak structure at the
X point and downstream. An increase in the toroidal guide field results in a more peaked electron
temperature profile at the X-point, and also produces higher ion temperatures at this point, but the
ion temperature profile in the downstream region is unaffected.

PACS numbers: 52.35.Vd, 52.55.Fa, 52.72.+v

Magnetic reconnection is a fundamental process which
converts the magnetic energy of reconnecting fields to
kinetic and thermal energy of plasma through the break-
ing and topological rearrangement of magnetic field lines
[1][2]. Recent satellite observations of solar flares revealed
several important signatures of reconnection heating. In
the solar flares, hard X-ray spots appear at loop-tops of
coronas together with another two foot-point spots on
the photosphere. The loop-top hot spots are considered
to be caused by fast shocks formed in the down-stream of
reconnection outflow [3]. The two-dimensional (2D) mea-
surements of the“Hinode”spectrometer documented a
significant broadening of Ca line-width downstream of re-
connection [4]. These phenomena strongly suggest direct
ion heating by reconnection outflow. On the other hand,
the V-shape high electron temperature region was found
around X-line of reconnection as an possible evidence of
slow shock structure [5].

However, those heating characteristics of reconnec-
tion are still under serious discussion, indicating that di-
rect evidence for the reconnection heating mechanisms
should be provided by a proper laboratory experiment.
Since 1986 the merging of two toroidal plasmas (flux
tubes) has been studied in a number of experiments:
TS-3 [6][7], START [8], MRX [9], SSX [10], VTF [11],
TS-4 [12], UTST [13][14], and MAST [15]. For those
laboratory experiments, evidence of plasma acceleration
toward outflow direction were observed as split line-
integrated distribution function in 0D [16], 1D and 2D
bidirectional toroidal acceleration during counter helic-
ity spheromak merging [17][18], and in-plane Mach probe

measurement around the X point with and without guide
field [19][20][21]. In the recent TS-3 experiment, with
upgrade of diagnostics [22], 2D ion and electron heating
characteristics are revealed [23] as bulk heating of ions
downstream and localized small electron heating around
the X point. The energy inventory has been well investi-
gated in both push merging [24][25] and pull reconnection
[26][27]. However, the electron temperature tends to be
as low as 15eV for most of the laboratory experiments
due to radiation barrier by low-Z impurities, the pres-
ence of invasive probe diagnostics inside the vessel and
convective loss under low guide field condition [48].

The world’s largest merging device MAST [28] (Mega
Ampere Spherical Tokamak) achieved remarkable success
in those issues. Reconnection heating exceeds ∼1keV at
maximum both for ions and electrons [19], duration time
exceeds 100ms without solenoid [29], merging startup
plasma is successfully connected to quasi-steady and H-
mode regime [30]. The spatial resolution of Ruby and
YAG Thomson scattering diagnostics were recently in-
creased 300 and 130 channels respectively [31][32][33].
The limitation of the range of ion temperature profile
measurement, normally limited to r > 0.8m due to the
innermost impact radius of the neutral beam [34][35], was
addressed for these measurements by the temporary re-
purposing of existing equipment to provide a 32-chord
tomographic ion Doppler spectroscopy capability [22][25]
on the midplane with a radial range spanning the diffu-
sion region. Here this paper addresses the first detailed
profile measurement of localized electron heating and
global ion heating during magnetic reconnection startup
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FIG. 1. (color) The geometry of magnetic reconnection in
MAST with flux plots (vacuum field (t = 0ms) and EFIT
(t = 30ms)) and fast camera images (mostly Dα emission).
Two initial plasma rings are generated around P3 coils, move
vertically (z direction) and magnetic reconnection is driven at
midplane (z ∼ 0m). The achieved maximum plasma current
Ip(∝ Bp) linearly increases as a function of the peak current
of P3 coils Ip3max.

in MAST.
Figure 1 illustrates the geometry of magnetic recon-

nection and the definition of the coordinates in MAST.
In the cylindrical vacuum vessel (Rwall = 2.0m), P3
coils generate initial two plasma rings which merge to-
gether at midplane as visualized in the fast camera im-
ages [36] and mostly contributes to drive magnetic re-
connection in MAST [30][37][38][39][40] (plasma current
Ip ∝ Bp linearly increases as a function of the peak
current of P3 coils Ip3max as shown in Fig.1 which as-
sembled ∼30000 MAST pulses). P1 is center solenoid
[41], P2 generates double null divertor configuration af-
ter merging [42], P4 and P5 control radial equilibrium
[29][43] and P6 coils control the vertical position [44].
Toroidal field is ∼ 0.3 − 0.8T around diffusion region
and reconnecting field is roughly Brec ∼ 0.07 − 0.15T
(based on EFIT reconstruction [45] of poloidal Br field
after magnetic reconnection at t = 30ms: Brec ∼
Bp ∼ 5.3× 10−4Ip3max[kAturn] + 2.9× 10−3T); ion skin
depth c/ωpi ∼ 0.1m, ion Larmor radius ρi < 0.01m
and ion cyclotron frequency ωci > 10Mrad/s. The
plasma outer midplane separatrics radius rsep is con-
stantly monitored by 2048 pixels linear Dα camera rang-

FIG. 2. Time resolved Thomson scattering measurement of
electron density and temperature profile from 5.2ms with the
interval of 0.1ms with the reference information of the time
scale of fast reconnection event in MAST. During the initial
spike of the central Mirnov coil, magnetic reconnection starts
and the buildup electron density at the X point was ejected
towards downstream, while electrons are heated around X-
point from ∼10eV to ∼200eV within 1ms.

ing r < 1.8m [46]. The 300 channel Ruby and 130
channel Nd:YAG Thomson scattering systems measured
electron temperature and density at z = 0.015m with
spatial resolution of ∼15mm and z = −0.015m with
∼10mm respectively including optical blurring (Ruby-
TS (TV Thomson): 302 pixels for wavelength rang-
ing 585.10 < λ < 901.15nm with instrumental func-
tion of ∼10nm (FWHM) but single time frame in each
MAST pulse. YAG-TS (filter type): 5 spectral channels
for wavelength (central wavelength[nm]/bandwidth[nm]:
755/170, 917/155, 1017.5/45, 1047.5/15, and 1057.7/5.5
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) and 8 lasers (∼30Hz) for 8 time frames [31][32][33]). 32
channel ion Doppler tomography diagnostics measures
ion temperature profile at midplane (z ∼ 0m) with spec-
tral resolution of 0.0078nm/pixel (512 pixels for wave-
length) at 529.05nm (CVI line) and has viewing chords
in 0.25 < r < 1.09m [22][25].

As shown in Fig. 2 (top), the P3 ramp down current
Ip3 contributes the formation of initial two plasma rings,
magnetic reconnection starts around 5ms with a large
spike of central Mirnov coil signal (VMirnov ∝ dBz/dt
at r ∼ 0.2m, z ∼ 0m [47]). The fast camera image
in Fig. 1 also shows that two plasma rings move to-
ward midplane around t = 5ms. During the initial spike
of VMirnov which detects downstream reconnected flux
with the microsecond time scale, 130 channel Thomson
scattering measurement of ne and Te was performed at
8 time frames with the interval of 0.1ms in the shot
25740 (Brec ∼ 0.11T and rsep ∼ 1.0m). Before merg-
ing (t = 5.2, 5.3ms), electron temperature is as low as
∼ 10eV and electron density has a peak around the X
point. After t = 5.4ms, the built up density starts to
decay and radial profile of electron density shows clear
peak shift which indicates outflow acceleration toward
radial direction. For the closed flux type reconnection
of spherical tokamak (ST) merging, outflow acceleration
is damped at downstream and forms double peak profile
with shock-like steep density gradient. Electron temper-
ature rapidly increases at t = 5.5ms when VMirnov signal
reaches its maximum and then the peaked distribution
becomes more steep at the X point with a power density
of ∼ 0.3MW/m3.

Figure 3 (a) and (b) show 2D electron temperature and
density profiles during discharges 21374-21380 (P6 coils
are used to shift the vertical position of Thomson scat-
tering measurement [44]). After 5ms, outflow ejection
continues to increases electron density downstream and
forms current sheet like structure, while electron temper-
ature profile forms characteristic peaked structure at the
X point with the scale of 0.02− 0.05m < c/ωpi. In con-
trast to the no guide field experiment in MRX [27][48]
where electron energy gain is quickly transported down-
stream, the higher toroidal field in MAST strongly in-
hibits the perpendicular heat conduction if, as expected,
this scales as of 1/B2

t and the established profile is sus-
tained in millisecond time scale. At t = 10ms, cross-
validation with the 300 channel Ruby Thomson scatter-
ing measurement is also performed and successfully re-
produces the highly localized hot spot at the X point. In
addition, electron temperature profile also forms charac-
teristic high Te area downstream. It is located around the
high density region where reconnection outflow should
dissipate, suggesting the effect of energy relaxation be-
tween electrons and ions to equilibrate both temperature.
Figure 3 (c) illustrates the 2D ion temperature profile
in pulses 30366-30368, 30376-30377 (Brec ∼ 0.08T). Ions
are mostly heated in the downstream region of outflow ac-

FIG. 3. 2D Thomson scattering measurement of electron tem-
perature and density profile at t = 8, 9, 10, 11, 12ms around
the X point (a), 300 channel fine Te profile using Ruby Thom-
son scattering measurement (b) and 2D ion temperature pro-
file using 32 chords ion Doppler Tomography diagnostics (c).

celeration inside the current sheet width (c/ωpi ∼ 0.1m)
and around the stagnation point mostly by viscosity dis-
sipation [9][27] and shock-like compressional damping of
outflow jet [19][23] as in the two fluid simulation which
includes such fundamental collisional viscous dissipation
[39][40]. For the high guide field reconnection experi-
ment in MAST, the ratio of collisional thermal diffusivi-
ties χi

∥/χ
i
⊥ ∼ 2(ωciτii)

2 >> 10 is much higher than that

of other laboratory experiments (χi
∥/χ

i
⊥ ∼ 1 for null-

helicity operation in MRX [49]). Thus, toroidal config-
uration also contributes the characteristic temperature
profile, outflow heating downstream forms a ring struc-
ture of closed flux surface [39][40] and enhances the lo-
cal energy relaxation between ions and electrons in the
millisecond time scale of τEei , and finally contribute the
electron heating in the outflow region.

Figure 4 shows time evolution of more detailed 1D pro-
files of electron and ion temperature (Brec ∼ 0.08T) in
the comparable time scale of τEei ∼ 4 − 10ms. Before
merging, both temperatures are as low as ∼ 10eV. Dur-
ing magnetic reconnection, electrons are mostly heated
at the X point, while the ion temperature profile forms
double peaks in the outflow region. The characteristic
different temperature distribution for both are relaxed
to each other with millisecond time scale by the colli-
sional coupling between ions and electrons, finally both
profiles form a triple peak structure at t ∼ 12ms.
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FIG. 4. 1D radial profile of Te and Ti at midplane
(CIII(464.7nm) line was used in the frame of t = 3.5−4.5ms).
Electrons are mostly heated at the X point and ions in the
outflow region. Both profiles finally form triple peaks through
the energy transfer of ions and electrons with the delay of τE

ei .

FIG. 5. Effect of guide field for the formation of the charac-
teristic temperature distribution. The structure of the peaked
Te profile becomes more steep with better confinement under
high guide field condition and also contributes ion heating at
the X point by Ti −Te energy transfer, while downstream ion
temperature does not change.

Figure 5 shows the effect of guide field for electron and
ion heating with Brec ∼ 0.08T. The localized X point
electron temperature profile becomes more steep under
high guide field condition probably because the higher
guide field strongly inhibits cross-field thermal transport
scaling as 1/B2

t , so that the electrons remain in the region
of high toroidal electric field for longer or the enhance-
ment of steep sheet current profile for smaller amplitude
of meandering motions by higher guide field [50]. Such
characteristic distribution also affects ion temperature
profile around the X point. Because the perpendicular
heat conduction of ions is expected to scale as 1/B2

t , ions
also gain energy around the X point under higher guide
field condition, finally forms triple peak structure. How-
ever bulk ion heating downstream does not change as
demonstrated in the push ST merging experiment with
intermittent plasmoid ejection in TS-3 [51] and PIC sim-
ulation [52]. For the operation range of ultra high guide
field condition Bt > 0.3T and Bt/Brec > 3, outflow
dissipation by viscosity damping is suppressed [53][54],
however the improved confinement by higher guide field
assists the confinement time of ions at downstream in a
local closed flux surface, finally damps outflow and the
dissipated flow energy heat ions downstream as in two
fluid simulation [40].

In summary, electron and ion heating characteristics
during magnetic reconnection under high guide field con-
dition in MAST has been investigated using non-invasive
and sub-cm ultra-fine optical diagnostics. 2D detailed
imaging measurement of temperature profile around dif-
fusion region has been achieved for the first time and
it was found that high guide field reconnection heats
electrons locally at the X point and ions globally down-
stream. The 2D profile of electron temperature forms
highly localized peaked structure at the X point with the
characteristic scale length of 0.02− 0.05m < c/ωpi, while
ion temperature increases inside the acceleration channel
of reconnection outflow with the width of c/ωpi ∼ 0.1m
and the downstream where reconnected field forms thick
layer of closed flux surface. Ti - Te energy relaxation pro-
cess, which is too slow for short pulse laboratory experi-
ment (τduration << τEei ) and too fast (τevent >> τEei ) for
astrophysical plasma, also affects both temperature pro-
files in the middle timescale experiment in MAST. With
the delay of τEei after the rapid temperature increase of
electrons at the X point and ions downstream, the equili-
bration process to form triple peak structure for both pro-
files by Ti − Te relaxation was observed for the first time
and contributes to connect the gap of time scale between
typical laboratory experiments and astrophysical events.
The toroidal guide field mostly contributes to the for-
mation of the peaked electron temperature profile at the
X point and not to bulk ion heating downstream under
the ultra high guide field condition in MAST. Although
the absence of direct magnetic probe measurement lim-
its the possible discussion of the formation mechanism of
the characteristic heating profile, it should be noted that
the ultra-fine non-invasive optical diagnostics in MAST
successfully reveal the existence of highly peaked electron
temperature profile at the X point without breaking the
structure whose scale is comparable to typical invasive
probe diagnostics. In addition, the achieved bulk (down-
stream) electron temperature reaches comparable order
to ion temperature after the delay of τEei and succeeded
in pioneering the application of reconnection heating for
CS-less startup of spherical tokamak even in the ultra
high guide field regime (Bt > 0.3T) which is preferable
for better confinement in practical operation.
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